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Abstract. System safety analysis is a creative process that can often be
undertaken by people who are not experts in the system under analysis
whilst also learning the analysis methodology. With the increase of sys-
tem complexity, the high demand for analyses conducted at a scale and
the potentially catastrophic consequences of inadequate analysis, there is
an urgent need for supporting the development of system analysis skills.
Technological solutions can effectively scaffold this ill-defined domain.
We propose a generic framework for Contingent Scaffolding capable of
providing flexible learning support while conducting system safety anal-
ysis. This has been implemented into an intelligent agent, Oswin, which
offers Ontology-driven scaffolding with interactive nudges.
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1 Problem Statement

System safety analysis is conducted to understand the behaviour of increas-
ingly complex systems to mitigate or prevent undesirable behaviour. The con-
sequences of inadequate analysis can be catastrophic. To support the analyst
several methodologies have been created, one of which is System-Theoretic Pro-
cess Analysis (STPA) [4]. STPA is relatively new, gaining results comparable
with other methodologies and revealing insights they missed [3,8].

Analysts require expert-level knowledge and skills regarding their chosen
methodology, chosen model, modelling, as well as the system under considera-
tion. Given that STPA is an emerging methodology, there are a growing number
of people wishing to learn it and its associated model. Expertise regarding the
system also cannot be assumed given that STPA can be conducted from the
design phase, on large systems distributed over teams, and on complex systems
requiring expertise in multiple fields.

STPA is an ill-defined task [6] with an ambiguous starting state, an unknown
goal state, an advisory non-strict procedure, and no known correct solution. It
is an ill-defined domain [6]: STPA is generic to all analyses and thus contains
incomplete declarative knowledge regarding a particular analysis, including the
system under analysis. System safety is an ill-defined problem [5], in STPA safety
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is re-characterised as a control problem, alternative characterisations include
Swiss-cheese and dominoes [4].

Contingent Scaffolding is presented by Wood et al. [11] as a process enabling
the learner to accomplish a task beyond their current capabilities, which is one
key goal of supporting the non-expert analyst. It has been successfully applied
in Intelligent Tutoring Systems, where it provides graded support for multi-
step problem solving in formalised domains [2]. Thus it is used by Oswin as a
strategy for delivering feedback as interactive nudges regarding the violation of
constraints.

Wood and Wood expounded the principals of “contingent scaffolding” [12]
as:

– Help is provided expeditiously when the learner is in trouble
– Help is increased as the learner requires, until the solution is reached
– As the learner succeeds, support is withdrawn

The learner’s behaviour is observed to determine whether intervention is
required, the tutor then moves through the levels of support. The number of lev-
els vary, between 4 and 5 [12] or 6 [1]; the only guidance being that they should
increase in depth or interference until physical intervention is undertaken. There
has also been concern in implementations regarding a lack of flexibility [2,10].
It arises from the capability of a learner to approach a problem in an unex-
pected but valid way. This PhD project takes into account these concerns in the
proposed contingency scaffolding framework outlined below. It uses constraints
based on situational calculus and a domain ontology to provide scaffolding flex-
ibility in the context of system safety analysis.

2 Proposed Solution and Methodology

Within this project an AI agent, Oswin (Ontology-driven Scaffolding With
Interactive Nudges), has been prototyped to provide learning support to the
non-expert STPA analyst. The intention is to enable them to produce a product
beyond their current abilities, whilst improving their knowledge of STPA and
the system under analysis, as well as improving their safety-analytic and mod-
elling skills. Oswin uses a constraint-based Contingent Scaffolding framework to
accomplish this.

Previous work on ill-defined domains and tasks indicates various strategies
have been successful, including constraints [5] which can check if certain proper-
ties of a solution are present or not. The violation of some constraint indicates a
need for intervention [7]. Oswin is provided constraints as logical-queries over a
user-extended ontology, including strong constraints such as a situation can’t be
both safe and hazardous, as well as advisory constraints such as not analysing
more than 7–10 hazards.
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The range of help the ontology is capable of supporting exceeds enforcing
constraints. It is also capable of providing a reference to factual, conceptual and
procedural knowledge as understood by Oswin to ensure a common conceptu-
alisation. Furthermore, it both enables explanations for Oswin’s reasoning, and
guiding the learner through formulating their own arguments regarding causality
or the categorisation of systems. Finally it enables some re-use of systems and
their behaviour from previous analyses, encouraging analogous reasoning over
multiple analyses: especially beneficial to those specialising in particular system
domains such as autonomous vehicles.

The dual issues of flexibility and expeditious intervention are accounted for
by the on-line evaluation of constraints [7], and following violations immediately
with Contingent Scaffolding. Within this framework, the contingency is formally
defined using Situation Calculus. Reiter’s definition [9] allows complex reasoning
over a log of interactions, including queries over prior situations, which is used
to determine fading.

Regarding levels of support for the Contingent Scaffolding Framework, in the
absence of specific guidance on the levels to use, successful behaviour of human
tutors is used to inform the hierarchy. Due to the nature of the ill-defined domain
this hierarchy also accounts for the limitation that it is not always possible to
provide a solution as physical intervention. Messages for the first three levels
are automatically generated from the constraint, the highest level requires a
database of adaptable code snippets that can be executed in the UI to provide
physical intervention.

A prototype Oswin has been implemented in Logtalk, based upon the Prolog
implementation by Reiter of Situation Calculus [9]. The implementation is split
into a Situation Calculus Ontology Authoring tool and a Contingent Scaffolding
framework, both of which will be defined in Situation Calculus. The ontology
has been defined in Description Logics, OWL, and Prolog. Additional ontological
reasoning has been defined in set-builder notation and Prolog.

A prototype interface has also been implemented to facilitate evaluating the
efficacy of the provided support, see Fig. 1. It is proposed to test the system on
non-expert cohorts who will be provided with STPA training and an example
system. Following which they will conduct an analysis independently. Half will
have access to Oswin and all will have access to a human with system expertise,
simulating an analyst within an organisation. Detailed logs will be gathered via
the Situation Calculus implementation, which will then be studied for evaluation.
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Fig. 1. The UI with Oswin showing level 1 and 2 feedback for a missing “close door”
action, which causes “F-4”. The user believes they have finished defining all relevant
control actions, Oswin believes they have missed one. The ineloquent question asked by
Oswin is generated from and reflects the successful unification of the constraint query
used to arrive at its belief. The available interactions Oswin provides are to request
more help, dismiss the nudge (Oswin may be wrong), or to lookup a relevant term.
By defining the missing control action, the feedback nudge will dismiss itself with no
direct interaction.

3 Expected Contributions and Future Work

The main contribution of this PhD project to AIED is a framework for ontology-
driven scaffolding with interactive nudges for developing system safety analysis
skills. It uses situational calculus and a domain ontology to specify situations
requiring scaffolding and to automatically generate interactive nudges. While
the framework is illustrated in system safety analysis, providing a formal, logical
specification enables generalisation to similar ill-defined domains and tasks (e.g.
debugging, software security, design).

Currently we have a working prototype of Oswin, using the framework in
the system safety domain. Preliminary testing has been conducted with a rep-
resentative STPA example (interlock system [4]) by a small group of system
safety analysis novices. Our immediate work is an evaluation of the efficacy of
the application in the challenging domain provided by STPA. It is expected that
Oswin users’ final ontological models representing the outcome of the system
safety analysis will be close to expert ones. Additional analysis will consider
non-productive behaviour, timings, and resolution of interventions. We also con-
sider retention of learning and re-use of system safety analysis patterns and
components across different scenarios.
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